A line of strong to severe storms tracked eastward across East Central Florida during the late afternoon and evening hours of January 25th 2011. Hazardous Weather Outlooks ahead of the event alerted the public to the possibility of severe weather with advanced lead time for this time period (Tuesday) with the mention of the possibility of long tracked tornadoes and damaging straight line winds in the early morning Hazardous Weather Outlook on Monday. Forecast models continued to indicate the likelihood for severe storms: a strong upper level diffuient jet pattern, strong low level wind fields and increasing Convective Available Potential Energy (CAPE) and instability were forecast over East Central Florida by Tuesday afternoon.

As well as highlighting the upcoming weather threat in Hazardous Weather Outlooks a special Public Information Statement was issued at 6 PM Monday evening highlighting Tornado safety rules and the importance of making sure you have a NOAA Weather Radio set to alert and in good working order.

A Tornado Watch was issued for all of East Central Florida at 210 PM.

A Special Weather Statement was issued at 345 PM which gave advance warning to Lake county that severe storms with destructive winds were forecast to move into Lake county by 5 pm. A Severe Thunderstorm Warning was issued for Lake county, western Orange, western Seminole and northwest Volusia counties at 432 PM through 530 PM.

Numerous Severe Thunderstorm and Tornado Warnings were issued throughout the remainder of the late afternoon and evening as the convective line raced east across the Orlando Metro area toward the Volusia county coast. Transient mesocyclones and rotation were observed with several cells as they moved east to northeast ahead of and along the line. By evening, the main convective line had moved into central areas from Osceola and Brevard counties with discrete convective showers and thunderstorms developing ahead of
the line some with rotation. As the convection moved further south, more unidirectional flow and less activity out ahead of the main convective line slightly reduced the threat for discrete convection to produce tornadoes.

Wind damage was reported in multiple counties across East Central Florida. A NWS Storm Survey team has surveyed damage in the Mascotte-Groveland and Ferndale areas on Wednesday and has identified the damage due to thunderstorm winds.

IR Satellite Imagery at 425 PM EST on January 25, 2011.
PUBLIC INFORMATION STATEMENT
NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE MELBOURNE FL
600 PM EST MON JAN 24 2011

...TORNADO SAFETY INFORMATION...

WITH THE THREAT OF SEVERE WEATHER APPROACHING LATE TUESDAY INTO TUESDAY NIGHT...THIS IS A REMINDER FROM YOUR NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE THAT KNOWING WHAT ACTIONS TO TAKE DURING THIS TIME WILL HELP KEEP YOU SAFE AND INFORMED.

JUST A FEW MINUTES CAN MAKE THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN LIFE AND DEATH!

MAKE SURE YOU HAVE YOUR NOAA WEATHER RADIO IN GOOD WORKING ORDER...WITH FRESH BATTERIES IN CASE OF A POWER FAILURE. HAVING A NOAA WEATHER RADIO ALERT YOU OF AN APPROACHING TORNADO... ESPECIALLY IN THE MIDDLE OF THE NIGHT...HAS SAVED LIVES.

KNOW THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN A WATCH AND A WARNING!

A TORNADO WATCH MEANS WEATHER CONDITIONS ARE FAVORABLE FOR SEVERE THUNDERSTORMS TO PRODUCE DAMAGING WINDS AND TORNADOES. A WATCH IS
ISSUED FOR SEVERAL COUNTIES AT A TIME AND IS USUALLY IN EFFECT FOR 6 OR MORE HOURS.

A TORNADO WARNING MEANS A TORNADO IS OCCURRING OR ABOUT TO OCCUR. IN OTHER WORDS...A TORNADO HAS BEEN SIGHTED...OR IS STRONGLY INDICATED BY DOPPLER RADAR. A TORNADO WARNING IS USUALLY ISSUED FOR ALL OR PART OF ONE COUNTY...AND ON OCCASION...PART OR ALL OF TWO OR THREE COUNTIES...AND IS USUALLY IN EFFECT FOR A 30 TO 60 MINUTE PERIOD.

KNOW WHAT TO DO WHEN A TORNADO THREATENS YOUR AREA!

WHEN A TORNADO WATCH IS ISSUED...HAVE A PLAN IN ORDER SO THAT YOU CAN QUICKLY MOVE TO A SAFE LOCATION IN THE EVENT THAT A WARNING IS ISSUED. IF YOU RESIDE IN A MANUFACTURED OR MOBILE HOME...OR IN A RECREATIONAL VEHICLE (RV)...THIS WOULD BE THE TIME TO CONSIDER MOVING TO A STURDIER BUILDING.

WHEN A TORNADO WARNING IS ISSUED...STAY INSIDE A STURDY BUILDING AND GO TO AN INTERIOR ROOM WITHOUT WINDOWS. IN A MULTI STORY BUILDING...GO TO THE LOWEST FLOOR. STAY IN A SAFE LOCATION UNTIL THE WARNING HAS EXPIRED AND THE THREAT OF A TORNADO HAS ENDED.

TORNADOES ARE MORE FREQUENT IN EAST CENTRAL FLORIDA THAN MOST PEOPLE REALIZE...AND LARGE...DEADLY LONG TRACK TORNADOES HAVE OCCURRED IN EAST CENTRAL FLORIDA DURING THE DRY SEASON.

THE DEADLIEST TORNADO OUTBREAK IN FLORIDA`S HISTORY OCCURRED THE NIGHT OF FEBRUARY 22 1998 WHEN SEVERAL LARGE TORNADOES SWEPT ACROSS CENTRAL FLORIDA KILLING 42 PEOPLE...DESTROYING 700 STRUCTURES AND CAUSING AN ESTIMATED 100 MILLION DOLLARS DAMAGE. THREE OF THE TORNADOES WERE RATED EF3 INTENSITY WHILE ANOTHER 2 TORNADOES WERE RATED AS EF2. THEN...IN THE EARLY MORNING HOURS OF FEBRUARY 2 2007...A SUPERCELL THUNDERSTORM PRODUCED TWO EF3 TORNADOES OVER NORTHERN LAKE COUNTY...KILLING 21 PEOPLE. THESE TORNADOES OCCURRED LATE AT NIGHT WHEN PEOPLE WERE SLEEPING WHICH LIKELY CONTRIBUTED TO THE LARGE NUMBER OF FATALITIES.

HERE ARE THE NOAA WEATHER RADIO TRANSMITTER FREQUENCIES FOR EAST CENTRAL FLORIDA AND THE COUNTIES THEY SERVE...

SUMTERVILLE (KPS-505)...SERVES LAKE COUNTY ON A FREQUENCY OF 162.500 MEGAHertz.

DAYTONA BEACH (KIH-26)...SERVES VOLUSIA...SEMINOLE...NORTHERN LAKE AND NORTHERN BREvard COUNTIES ON A FREQUENCY OF 163.400 MEGAHertz.

ORLANDO (KIH-63)...SERVES ORANGE...SEMINOLE...VOLUSIA...LAKE AND OSCEOLA COUNTIES ON A FREQUENCY OF 162.475 MEGAHertz.

MELBOURNE (WXJ70)...SERVES BREVARD...OSCEOLA AND NORTHERN INDIAN RIVER COUNTIES ON A FREQUENCY OF 162.550 MEGAHertz.

FORT PIERCE (WWF69)...SERVES INDIAN RIVER...SAINT LUCIE...OKEECHOBEE AND MARTIN COUNTIES ON A FREQUENCY OF 162.425 MEGAHertz.

BELLE GLADE (WXM-58)...SERVES SOUTHERN OKEECHOBEE COUNTY ON A FREQUENCY OF 162.400 MEGAHertz.

WEST PALM BEACH (KEC-50)...SERVES MARTIN COUNTY ON A FREQUENCY OF 162.475 MEGAHertz.

$$
CRISTALDI
Storm Survey pictures from the Groveland and Ferndale areas.
Below is a summary Local Storm Report for this event as of 714 am and the report from the NWS Storm Survey in the Mascotte-Groveland areas:
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PRELIMINARY LOCAL STORM REPORT...SUMMARY
NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE MELBOURNE FL
714 AM EST WED JAN 26 2011
..TIME... ...EVENT... ...CITY LOCATION... ...LAT.LON...
..DATE... ...MAG.... ...COUNTY LOCATION...ST.... ...SOURCE....
..REMARKS..
0518 PM TSTM WND GST LEESBURG 28.81N 81.88W
01/25/2011 M40.00 MPH LAKE FL ASOS
LEESBURG AIRPORT ASOS PEAK WIND 28036/2218

0521 PM TSTM WND DMG GROVELAND 28.56N 81.85W
01/25/2011 LAKE FL EMERGENCY MNGR
INTERSECTION OF SR 19/50 TREES DOWN ON 12 TO 20 HOMES.
REPORT FROM LAKE COUNTY EM.

0540 PM TSTM WND DMG APOPKA 28.69N 81.51W
01/25/2011 ORANGE FL FIRE DEPT/RESCUE
TREES DOWN LINDEN DRIVE. EAST OF SR436 AND NORTH OF
SR408.

0607 PM TSTM WND DMG LAKE MARY 28.76N 81.33W
01/25/2011 SEMINOLE FL INSURANCE CO
POWER LINES DOWN AT WESLEY LAKE AND MEADOW BAY COURT

0609 PM TSTM WND DMG SANFORD 28.79N 81.28W
01/25/2011 SEMINOLE FL LAW ENFORCEMENT
POWER LINES DOWN LAUREL ROAD AND PINE CREST ROAD

0611 PM TSTM WND DMG AZALEA PARK 28.55N 81.30W
01/25/2011 ORANGE FL FIRE DEPT/RESCUE
TREES DOWN LAKEVIEW DRIVE/N.BRION RD. ALSO US441/BOY
SCOUT RD.

0613 PM DENSE FOG WINTER SPRINGS 28.68N 81.27W
01/25/2011 SEMINOLE FL LAW ENFORCEMENT
SANFORD PD REPORTED POWER LINES DOWN AT HAYES ROAD AND
EAST BAHAMA ROAD.

0614 PM TSTM WND GST SANFORD 28.79N 81.28W
01/25/2011 M63.00 MPH SEMINOLE FL ASOS
SANFORD/ORLANDO AIRPORT ASOS PEAK WIND 27055/2314

0615 PM TSTM WND GST KISSIMMEE 28.30N 81.41W
01/25/2011 M39.00 MPH OSCEOLA FL AWOS
KISM METAR 2315Z 29022G35KT

0616 PM TSTM WND GST ORLANDO INTERNATIONAL A 28.43N 81.32W
01/25/2011 M44.00 MPH ORANGE FL ASOS
KMCO ASOS REMARK FK WND 28038/2316

0620 PM TSTM WND GST 5 N KISSIMMEE 28.38N 81.41W
PRELIMINARY LOCAL STORM REPORT
NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE MELBOURNE FL
1135 AM EST WED JAN 26 2011
0520 PM TSTM WND DMG 1 WNW GROVELAND 28.57N 81.87W
01/25/2011 LAKE FL NWS STORM SURVEY

ESTIMATED 60-70 MPH STRAIGHT LINE WINDS. AREA OF SPORADIC WIND DAMAGE APPROXIMATELY 1.5 MILES IN LENGTH. SEVERAL HOMES WITH STRUCTURAL DAMAGE DUE TO FALLEN TREES. ONE HOME WITH A TIN ROOF PEELED OFF. OCCURRED APPROXIMATELY FROM 520 PM TO 525 PM.

&&
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URGENT - IMMEDIATE BROADCAST REQUESTED
TORNADO WATCH NUMBER 7
NWS STORM PREDICTION CENTER NORMAN OK
210 PM EST TUE JAN 25 2011

THE NWS STORM PREDICTION CENTER HAS ISSUED A TORNADO WATCH FOR PORTIONS OF MUCH OF THE FLORIDA PENINSULA COASTAL WATERS

EFFECTIVE THIS TUESDAY AFTERNOON AND EVENING FROM 210 PM UNTIL 900 PM EST.

TORNADOES...HAIL TO 0.5 INCH IN DIAMETER...THUNDERSTORM WIND GUSTS TO 70 MPH...AND DANGEROUS LIGHTNING ARE POSSIBLE IN THESE AREAS.

THE TORNADO WATCH AREA IS APPROXIMATELY ALONG AND 85 STATUTE MILES EAST AND WEST OF A LINE FROM 40 MILES SOUTH SOUTHWEST OF AVON PARK FLORIDA TO 15 MILES NORTHWEST OF ST AUGUSTINE FLORIDA. FOR A COMPLETE DEPICTION OF THE WATCH SEE THE ASSOCIATED WATCH OUTLINE UPDATE (WOUS64 KWNS WOU7).

REMEMBER...A TORNADO WATCH MEANS CONDITIONS ARE FAVORABLE FOR TORNADOES AND SEVERE THUNDERSTORMS IN AND CLOSE TO THE WATCH AREA. PERSONS IN THESE AREAS SHOULD BE ON THE LOOKOUT FOR THREATENING WEATHER CONDITIONS AND LISTEN FOR LATER STATEMENTS AND POSSIBLE WARNINGS.

DISCUSSION...SQUALL LINE NERN GULF WILL BE MOVING ONSHORE INTO AN INCREASINGLY FAVORABLE AIR MASS FOR SEVERE STORMS AND POSSIBLE SUPERCELLS. MLCAPE HAS CLIMBED TO AOA 500 J/KG ALONG WITH STEADILY IMPROVING SHEAR PROFILES WITH APPROACH OF STRONG UPPER TROUGH AND SURFACE LOW. IN ADDITION TO POTENTIAL SEVERE INCLUDING ISOLATED TORNADOES WITH THE SQUALL LINE...MORE DISCRETE CONVECTION IS NOW DEVELOPING IN WCENTRAL FL AND WILL POTENTIALLY DEVELOP INTO LOW TOPPED SUPERCELLS/POSSIBLE TORNADOES AS THEY TRACK NEWD ACROSS CENTRAL AND NERN FL AHEAD OF THE SQUALL LINE THIS AFTERNOON.

AVIATION...TORNADOES AND A FEW SEVERE THUNDERSTORMS WITH HAIL SURFACE AND ALOFT TO 0.5 INCH. EXTREME TURBULENCE AND SURFACE WIND GUSTS TO 60 KNOTS. A FEW CUMULONIMBI WITH MAXIMUM TOPS TO 450. MEAN STORM MOTION VECTOR 24035.
SPECIAL WEATHER STATEMENT
NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE MELBOURNE FL
345 PM EST TUE JAN 25 2011

FLZ041-044-046-053-144-252200-INLAND VOLUSIA-NORTHERN LAKE-ORANGE-OSCEOLA-SEMINOLE-SOUTHERN LAKE-345 PM EST TUE JAN 25 2011

...FAST MOVING STRONG TO SEVERE STORMS WITH THE POTENTIAL FOR DESTRUCTIVE WINDS WILL PUSH INTO LAKE COUNTY BEGINNING AROUND 500 PM....

...SHOWERS AND STORMS WILL ALSO IMPACT NORTHWEST OSCEOLA AND WESTERN SEMINOLE...ORANGE AND VOLUSIA COUNTIES THROUGH EARLY EVENING....

AT 345 PM...DOPPLER RADAR SHOWED A VERY INTENSE LINE OF STRONG STORMS PUSHING INTO THE WEST COAST OF FLORIDA FROM CEDAR KEY SOUTHWARD ACROSS CITRUS...HERNANDO AND PASCO COUNTIES...TO PALM HARBOR...JUST NORTH OF SAINT PETERSBURG.

THIS BAND WILL PUSH RAPIDLY EASTWARD AT 40 TO 45 MPH...THROUGH WESTERN FLORIDA AND TOWARD LAKE COUNTY...REACHING COMMUNITIES FROM MASCOTTE TO LEESBURG...LADY LAKE AND THE VILLAGES BY 530 PM. STRONG WIND GUSTS IN EXCESS OF 50 MPH...HAIL AND FREQUENT CLOUD TO GROUND LIGHTNING IS EXPECTED TO ACCOMPANY THIS ACTIVITY.

THE BAND WILL BE PRECEDED BY SCATTERED HEAVY RAIN SHOWERS...WHICH WILL BEGIN BETWEEN 430 AND 500 PM. THE MAIN BAND OF STORMS WILL EVENTUALLY PUSH INTO WESTERN SECTIONS OF OSCEOLA...ORANGE....SEMINOLE AND VOLUSIA COUNTIES DURING THE EVENING...BEGINNING AROUND 630 PM.

$$

CRISTALDI
THESE STORMS WERE LOCATED ALONG A LINE EXTENDING FROM 25 MILES WEST
OF THE VILLAGES TO 40 MILES WEST OF MASCOTTE...MOVING TOWARD THE
EAST-NORTHEAST AT 45 MPH.

* OTHER LOCATIONS IN THE WARNING INCLUDE...BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO...
LADY LAKE...LEESBURG...TAVARES...ZELLWOOD...WINTER PARK...WINTER
GARDEN...WINDERMERE...THE ATTACCTIONS AREA...AND APOPKA.

PRECAUTIONARY/PREPAREDNESS ACTIONS...
SEVERE THUNDERSTORMS PRODUCE DAMAGING WINDS IN EXCESS OF 58 MILES AN
HOUR AND OR LARGE DESTRUCTIVE HAIL. FREQUENT TO EXCESSIVE LIGHTNING
AND VERY HEAVY RAIN WILL ALSO BE POSSIBLE. IF THE STORM APPROACHES
YOU...SEEK SHELTER IN AN ENCLOSED BUILDING ON THE LOWEST FLOOR. KEEP
AWAY FROM WINDOWS.

A TORNADO WATCH REMAINS IN EFFECT UNTIL 900 PM EST TUESDAY EVENING
FOR EAST CENTRAL FLORIDA. SEVERE THUNDERSTORMS CAN AND DO PRODUCE
TORNADOES WITH LITTLE OR NO ADVANCE WARNING. IF A TORNADO IS
SPOTTED...ACT QUICKLY AND MOVE TO A PLACE OF SAFETY IN A STURDY
STRUCTURE...SUCH AS A SMALL INTERIOR ROOM.

&&

LAT...LON 2896 8196 2896 8166 2929 8165 2932 8168
2940 8141 2834 8132 2834 8179 2835 8180
TIME...MOT...LOC 2128Z 252DEG 39KT 2900 8230 8285 8228
2872 8234 2864 8244 2855 8252 2846 8247
2830 8259

$$

Tornado Warnings

WFUS52 KMLB 252228
TORMLB
FLC069-095-127-252315-110125T2228Z-110125T2315Z/

BULLETIN - EAS ACTIVATION REQUESTED
TORNADO WARNING
NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE MELBOURNE FL
528 PM EST TUE JAN 25 2011

THE NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE IN MELBOURNE HAS ISSUED A

* TORNADO WARNING FOR...
LAKE COUNTY IN FLORIDA...
THIS INCLUDES THE CITIES OF...TAVARES...PAISLEY...MOUNT PLYMOUTH...
MOUNT DORA...HOWEY IN THE HILLS...FERNDALE...EUSTIS...CASSIA...
NORTHEASTER ORANGE COUNTY IN FLORIDA...
THIS INCLUDES THE CITIES OF...ZELLWOOD...WINTER GARDEN...LAKE
APOPKA...APOPKA...
WEST CENTRAL VOLUSIA COUNTY IN FLORIDA...

* UNTIL 615 PM EST.

* AT 526 PM EST...NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE DOPPLER RADAR INDICATED A
SEVERE THUNDERSTORM CAPABLE OF PRODUCING A TORNADO 7 MILES
SOUTHEAST OF LAKE LOUISA...OR ABOUT 7 MILES WEST OF MAGIC
KINGDOM. THIS TORNADO WAS MOVING NORTH NORTHEAST AT 40 MPH.

* OTHER LOCATIONS IN THE WARNING INCLUDE BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO
CLERMONT...FERNDALE...WEKIWA SPRINGS STATE PARK AND CLERMONT

TORNADOES ARE OFTEN WRAPPED IN HEAVY RAIN AND ARE HARD TO SEE OR
HEAR UNTIL THEY ARE VERY CLOSE. DO NOT GET CAUGHT OFFGUARD!

PRECAUTIONARY/PREPAREDNESS ACTIONS...

THE SAFEST PLACE TO BE DURING A TORNADO IS IN A STRONG BUILDING ON THE LOWEST FLOOR. MOVE TO AN INTERIOR ROOM...SUCH AS A BATHROOM OR CLOSET AND KEEP AWAY FROM WINDOWS. GET UNDER A WORKBENCH OR OTHER PIECE OF STURDY FURNITURE. USE BLANKETS OR PILLOWS TO COVER YOUR BODY.

EVACUATE MOBILE HOMES OR VEHICLES FOR MORE SUBSTANTIAL SHELTER. HEAD TO THE NEAREST STURDY BUILDING. PUT AS MANY WALLS BETWEEN YOU AND THE TORNADO AS POSSIBLE.

&&

LAT...LON 2896 8172 2897 8166 2895 8166 2906 8164
2922 8165 2928 8163 2982 8130 2885 8135
2887 8136 2883 8141 2877 8141 2833 8173
2833 8175 2838 8189
TIME...MOT...LOC 2227Z 180DEG 0KT 2839 8169
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WFUS52 KMLB 252255
TORMLB
FLC069-095-117-127-260000-
/O.NEW.KMLB.TO.W.0004.110125T2255Z-110126T0000Z/

BULLETIN - EAS ACTIVATION REQUESTED
TORNADO WARNING
NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE MELBOURNE FL
555 PM EST TUE JAN 25 2011

THE NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE IN MELBOURNE HAS ISSUED A

* TORNADO WARNING FOR...
EASTERN LAKE COUNTY IN FLORIDA...
THIS INCLUDES THE CITIES OF...MOUNT PLYMOUTH...CASSIA...
WESTERN ORANGE COUNTY IN FLORIDA...
THIS INCLUDES THE CITIES OF...WINDERMERE
WESTERN SEMINOLE COUNTY IN FLORIDA...
THIS INCLUDES THE CITIES OF...WEKIVA SPRINGS...SANFORD...
LONGWOOD...LAKE MARY...FOREST CITY...CASSELBERRY...ALTAMONTE SPRINGS...
WESTERN VOLUSIA COUNTY IN FLORIDA...

* UNTIL 700 PM EST.

* AT 551 PM EST...NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE DOPPLER RADAR INDICATED A SEVERE THUNDERSTORM CAPABLE OF PRODUCING A TORNADO NEAR WINDERMERE...MOVING NORTH NORTHEAST AT 45 MPH.

* OTHER LOCATIONS IN THE WARNING INCLUDE BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO WINDERMERE...PINE HILLS...ORLOVISTA...FERN PARK...AND WEKIWA SPRINGS STATE PARK.

THE IMMEDIATE DANGER OF A TORNADO IS HIGH. PEOPLE IN THE PATH OF THIS DEVELOPING TORNADO ARE URGED TO QUICKLY PREPARE FOR ITS APPROACH. THIS IS A DANGEROUS SITUATION! ACT NOW AS SECONDS CAN SAVE LIVES! TAKE COVER NOW! TAKE COVER NOW!

PRECAUTIONARY/PREPAREDNESS ACTIONS...

THE SAFEST PLACE TO BE DURING A TORNADO IS IN A STRONG BUILDING ON THE LOWEST FLOOR...IN AN INTERIOR ROOM SUCH AS A BATHROOM OR CLOSET. KEEP AWAY FROM WINDOWS. GET UNDER A WORKBENCH OR OTHER PIECE OF
STURDY FURNITURE. USE BLANKETS OR PILLOWS TO COVER YOUR BODY.

&&

LAT...LON 2941 8113 2834 8135 2835 8138 2835 8115 2941 8115
2927 8141 2927 8117 2933 8115 2941 8115
TIME...MOT...LOC 2253Z 202DEG 54KT 2853 8155
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WFUS52 KMLB 252308
TORMLB
FLC093-097-260000-
/O.NEW.KMLB.TO.W.0005.110125T2308Z-110126T0000Z/

BULLETIN - EAS ACTIVATION REQUESTED
TORNADO WARNING
NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE MELBOURNE FL
608 PM EST TUE JAN 25 2011

THE NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE IN MELBOURNE HAS ISSUED A

* TORNADO WARNING FOR...
NORTHWESTERN OKEECHOBEE COUNTY IN FLORIDA...
SOUTHERN OSCEOLA COUNTY IN FLORIDA...
THIS INCLUDES THE CITIES OF...YEEHAW JUNCTION...LAKE MARIAN...
KENANSVILLE...

* UNTIL 700 PM EST.

* AT 605 PM EST...NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE METEOROLOGISTS DETECTED A
SEVERE THUNDERSTORM CAPABLE OF PRODUCING A TORNADO 13 MILES WEST OF
KISSIMMEE PRAIRIE PRESERVE...MOVING NORTHEAST AT 40 MPH.

* THE TORNADO WILL OTHERWISE REMAIN OVER MAINLY RURAL AREAS OF THE
INDICATED COUNTIES.

PRECAUTIONARY/PREPAREDNESS ACTIONS...

THE SAFEST PLACE TO BE DURING A TORNADO IS IN A STRONG BUILDING ON
THE LOWEST FLOOR...IN AN INTERIOR ROOM SUCH AS A BATHROOM OR CLOSET.
KEEP AWAY FROM WINDOWS. GET UNDER A WORKBENCH OR OTHER PIECE OF
STURDY FURNITURE. USE BLANKETS OR PILLOWS TO COVER YOUR BODY.

EVACUATE MOBILE HOMES OR VEHICLES FOR MORE SUBSTANTIAL SHELTER. IF NO
SHELTER IS AVAILABLE...LIE FLAT IN THE NEAREST DITCH OR OTHER LOW
SPOT AND COVER YOUR HEAD WITH YOUR HANDS.

THE TORNADO WILL LIKELY BE WRAPPED IN HEAVY RAIN MAKING IT DIFFICULT
TO SEE. BE SMART AND REACT NOW!

&&

LAT...LON 2754 8121 2757 8119 2758 8116 2764 8114
2772 8116 2773 8118 2778 8119 2804 8087
2773 8088 2773 8087 2761 8086 2748 8120
TIME...MOT...LOC 2307Z 230DEG 29KT 2756 8128

$$

WFUS52 KMLB 252321
TORMLB
FLC009-095-127-260015-
/O.NEW.KMLB.TO.W.0006.110125T2321Z-110126T0015Z/

BULLETIN - EAS ACTIVATION REQUESTED
TORNADO WARNING
THE NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE IN MELBOURNE HAS ISSUED A

* TORNADO WARNING FOR...
NORTHERN BREvard COUNTY IN FLORIDA...
THIS INCLUDES THE CITIES OF...SCOTTSMOOR...MIMS...HAULOVER CANAL
EASTERN ORANGE COUNTY IN FLORIDA...
THIS INCLUDES THE CITIES OF...ORLANDO INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT...
CONWAY...CHRISTMAS...BITHLO...AZALEA PARK...
SEMINOLE COUNTY IN FLORIDA...
THIS INCLUDES THE CITIES OF...WINTER SPRINGS...SANFORD...OVIEDO...LAKE JESSUP...GOLDENROD...GENEVA...
EASTERN VOLUSIA COUNTY IN FLORIDA...
THIS INCLUDES THE CITIES OF...OAK HILL...NEW SMYRNA BEACH...SPORT ORANGE...PONCE INLET...OSTEEN...ORMOND BEACH...MAYTOWN...LAKE MONROE...LAKE HELEN...HOLLY HILL...EDgewater...DELTONA...DAYTONA BEACH...

* UNTIL 715 PM EST.

* AT 619 PM EST...NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE DOPPLER RADAR INDICATED A LINE OF SEVERE THUNDERSTORMS CAPABLE OF PRODUCING TORNADOES FROM JUST WEST OF PORT ORANGE TO SANFORD TO NEAR LAKE MARY. THESE STORMS WERE MOVING NORTHEAST AT 50 MPH.

* OTHER LOCATIONS IN THE WARNING INCLUDE BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO ORMOND BY THE SEA...KLONDIKE BEACH...ELDORA...BETHUNE BEACH....WILBUR BY THE SEA...MIDWAY...DAYTONA BEACH INTL SPEEDWAY...DAYTONA INTERNATIONAL SPEEDWAY AND APOLLO BEACH

THESE STORMS ARE CAPABLE OF PRODUCING A TORNADO AT ANY TIME. PEOPLE IN THE PATH OF THIS STORM SHOULD ACT NOW IN ORDER TO PROTECT THEMSELVES. DO NOT WAIT FOR THE TORNADO TO DEVELOP BEFORE ACTING...YOU MAY NOT SEE OR HEAR ITS APPROACH. DO NOT GET CAUGHT OFF GUARD!

PRECAUTIONARY/PREPAREDNESS ACTIONS...

THE SAFEST PLACE TO BE DURING A TORNADO IS IN A STRONG BUILDING ON THE LOWEST FLOOR...IN AN INTERIOR ROOM SUCH AS A BATHROOM OR CLOSET. KEEP AWAY FROM WINDOWS. GET UNDER A WORKBENCH OR OTHER PIECE OF STURDY FURNITURE. USE BLANKETS OR PILLOWS TO COVER YOUR BODY.

THE TORNADO WILL LIKELY BE WRAPPED IN HEavy RAIN MAKING IT DIFFICULT TO SEE. BE SMART AND REACT NOW!

&&

LAT...LON 2915 8096 2854 8056 2853 8058 2858 8061
2853 8062 2850 8073 2860 8073 2859 8076
2864 8079 2869 8079 2871 8075 2879 8084
2849 8077 2834 8139 2927 8119 2927 8115
2942 8116 2943 8109
TIME...MOT...LOC 2319Z 180DEG 0KT 2872 8091

$$
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WFUS52 KMLB 252329
TORMLB
FLC009-095-097-260030-
/O.NEW.KMLB.TO.W.0007.110125T2329Z-110126T0030Z/

BULLETIN - EAS ACTIVATION REQUESTED
TORMLB

LAT...LON 2834 8148 2849 8077 2834 8072 2849 8074
2852 8061 2839 8066 2839 8064 2854 8056
2827 8059 2825 8062 2838 8062 2839 8064
2823 8064 2778 8119 2806 8145 2802 8138
2807 8135 2808 8145 2814 8151
TIME...MOT...LOC 2327Z 230DEG 33KT 2800 8123

$$

WFUS52 KMLB 260022
TORMLB
FLC009-061-260115-
/O.NEW.KMLB.TO.W.0008.110126T0022Z-110126T0115Z/

BULLETIN - EAS ACTIVATION REQUESTED
TORMLB
NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE MELBOURNE FL
722 PM EST TUE JAN 25 2011

THE NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE IN MELBOURNE HAS ISSUED A

* TORNADO WARNING FOR...
SOUTHERN BREVARD COUNTY IN FLORIDA...
THIS INCLUDES THE CITIES OF...PORT CANAVERAL...MERRITT ISLAND...CAPE CANAVERAL...ROCKLEDGE...PORT SAINT JOHN...LONE CABBAGE FISH CAMP...COCOA BEACH...COCOA...
CAPE CANAVERAL...SATELLITE BEACH...ROCKLEDGE...PATRICK AIRFORCE BASE...PALM BAY...MELBOURNE...MALABAR...INDIALANTIC...COCOA BEACH...CAMP HOLLY FISH CAMP...BAREFOOT BAY...

EXTREME NORTHERN INDIAN RIVER COUNTY IN FLORIDA...
THIS INCLUDES THE CITIES OF...SEBASTIAN INLET...ROSELAND...

EAST CENTRAL OSCEOLA COUNTY IN FLORIDA...
THIS INCLUDES THE CITIES OF...LAKE MARIAN...KENANSVILLE...

* UNTIL 815 PM EST.

* AT 715 PM EST...NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE METEOROLOGISTS DETECTED A LINE OF SEVERE THUNDERSTORMS CAPABLE OF PRODUCING TORNADO ALONG A LINE EXTENDING FROM COCOA BEACH TO VIERA TO CAMP HOLLY FISH CAMP TO 7 MILES NORTHEAST OF KENANSVILLE...MOVING EAST-NORTHEAST AT 35 MPH.

ANOTHER STORM CELL WITH THE POTENTIAL TO PRODUCE A TORNADO AND STRONG DAMAGING WIND GUSTS WAS APPROACHING PALM BAY AND MALABAR FORM THE SOUTHWEST.

* OTHER LOCATIONS IN THE WARNING INCLUDE BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO SUNTREE...INDIAN HARBOUR BEACH...WEST MELBOURNE...MELBOURNE BEACH...MICCO AND SEBASTIAN INLET RECREATION.

PEOPLE IN THE MENTIONED AREAS SHOULD WATCH AND LISTEN FOR THE APPROACH OF THIS TORNADO OR OTHER TORNADOES AND BE READY TO TAKE ACTION.

IF A TORNADO PASSES BY YOUR AREA...PLEASE INFORM THE NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE SO THAT WARNING INFORMATION CAN BE UPDATED. YOUR REPORT COULD SAVE LIVES!

PRECAUTIONARY/PREPAREDNESS ACTIONS...

THE SAFEST PLACE TO BE DURING A TORNADO IS IN A STRONG BUILDING ON THE LOWEST FLOOR...IN AN INTERIOR ROOM SUCH AS A BATHROOM OR CLOSET. KEEP AWAY FROM WINDOWS. GET UNDER A WORKBENCH OR OTHER PIECE OF STURDY FURNITURE. USE BLANKETS OR PILLOWS TO COVER YOUR BODY.

EVACUATE MOBILE HOMES OR VEHICLES FOR MORE SUBSTANTIAL SHELTER. IF NO SHELTER IS AVAILABLE...LIE FLAT IN THE NEAREST DITCH OR OTHER LOW SPOT AND COVER YOUR HEAD WITH YOUR HANDS.

&&

LAT...LON 2794 8052 2783 8047 2780 8121 2784 8124
2812 8084 2822 8082 2837 8074 2834 8071
2843 8070 2844 8066 2827 8066 2823 8063
2842 8063 2845 8053 2840 8059 2820 8059
2808 8056 2782 8042

TIME...MOT...LOC 0020Z 261DEG 32KT 2833 8058 2823 8072
2814 8074 2797 8091

$$

WFUS52 KMLB 260112
TORMLB
FLC061-093-111-260215-
/O.NEW.KMLB.TO.W.0009.110126T0112Z-110126T0215Z/

BULLETIN - EAS ACTIVATION REQUESTED
TORNADO WARNING
NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE MELBOURNE FL
812 PM EST TUE JAN 25 2011

THE NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE IN MELBOURNE HAS ISSUED A

* TORNADO WARNING FOR...
SOUTHEASTERN INDIAN RIVER COUNTY IN FLORIDA... THIS INCLUDES THE CITIES OF...SEBASTIAN...WINTER BEACH...WABASSO... VERO BEACH SOUTH...VERO BEACH...SEBASTIAN INLET...INDIAN RIVER SHORES...GIFFORD...

OKEECHOBEE COUNTY IN FLORIDA... THIS INCLUDES THE CITIES OF...OKEECHOBEE...FORT DRUM...BASINGER...

NORTHERN ST. LUCIE COUNTY IN FLORIDA... THIS INCLUDES THE CITY OF INDRIQO...

* UNTIL 915 PM EST.

* AT 806 PM EST...NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE METEOROLOGISTS DETECTED SEVERAL CIRCULATION CAPABLE OF PRODUCING TORNADOES...ALONG A SQUALL LINE PUSHING INTO INDIAN RIVER...SAINT LUCIE AND MARTIN COUNTIES.

THE CIRCULATIONS WERE LOCATED NEAR VERO LAKE ESTATES...FORT DRUM AND JUST SOUTH OF BASINGER...AND WERE MOVING EAST AT 35 MPH.

* OTHER LOCATIONS IN THE WARNING INCLUDE BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO FOUR SEASONS ESTATES...VERO LAKE ESTATES...SEBASTIAN INLET RECREATION... LAKEWOOD PARK...VERO BEACH HIGHLANDS...SOUTH BEACH...SAINT LUCIE AIRPORT...SAINT LUCIE VILLAGE AND QUEENS COVE

PRECAUTIONARY/PREPAREDNESS ACTIONS...

THE SAFEST PLACE TO BE DURING A TORNADO IS IN A STRONG BUILDING ON THE LOWEST FLOOR...IN AN INTERIOR ROOM SUCH AS A BATHROOM OR CLOSET. KEEP AWAY FROM WINDOWS. GET UNDER A WORKBENCH OR OTHER PIECE OF STURDY FURNITURE. USE BLANKETS OR PILLOWS TO COVER YOUR BODY.

EVACUATE MOBILE HOMES OR VEHICLES FOR MORE SUBSTANTIAL SHELTER. IF NO SHELTER IS AVAILABLE...LIE FLAT IN THE NEAREST DITCH OR OTHER LOW SPOT AND COVER YOUR HEAD WITH YOUR HANDS.

TORNADOES AT NIGHT ARE DIFFICULT TO SEE. WATCH FOR THE POPPING OF ELECTRIC LINES AND TRANSFORMERS OR LISTEN FOR THE SOUND OF LOUD RUMBLING AS THAT OF AN APPROACHING FREIGHT TRAIN. TORNADOES ARE OFTEN ASSOCIATED WITH STORMS WHICH ALSO PRODUCE LARGE HAIL AND EXCESSIVE LIGHTNING.

ANY TORNADO WILL ALSO BE WRAPPED IN HEAVY RAIN MAKING IT DIFFICULT TO SEE. BE SMART AND REACT NOW!

&&

LAT...LON 2749 8033 2747 8033 2716 8089 2722 8097
2730 8102 2741 8105 2784 8047 2775 8042
2771 8040 2775 8040 2781 8045 2786 8045
2786 8044 2768 8035 2769 8035 2762 8034
2749 8029

TIME...MOT...LOC 0109Z 280DEG 29KT 2756 8076

$$

WFUS52 KMLB 260136
TORMLB
FLC085-093-111-260230- /O.NEW.KMLB.T0.W0010.110126T0136Z-110126T0230Z/

BULLETIN - EAS ACTIVATION REQUESTED
TORNADO WARNING
NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE MELBOURNE FL
836 PM EST TUE JAN 25 2011

THE NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE IN MELBOURNE HAS ISSUED A

* TORNADO WARNING FOR...

SOUTHEASTERN OKEECHOBEE COUNTY IN FLORIDA...
THIS INCLUDES THE CITY OF OKEECHOBEE...

SOUTHERN ST. LUCIE COUNTY IN FLORIDA...
THIS INCLUDES THE CITIES OF...WALTON...FORT PIERCE INLET...WHITE CITY...SAINT LUCIE NUCLEAR PLANT...PORT SAINT LUCIE...FORT PIERCE...

MARTIN COUNTY IN FLORIDA...
THIS INCLUDES THE CITIES OF...STUART...PORT MAYACA...PALM CITY...JENSEN BEACH...INDIANTOWN...HOBE SOUND...

* UNTIL 930 PM EST.

* AT 829 PM EST...NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE METEOROLOGISTS DETECTED A LINE OF SEVERE THUNDERSTORMS CAPABLE OF PRODUCING A TORNADO ALONG A LINE EXTENDING FROM 15 MILES WEST OF FORT PIERCE TO 13 MILES NORTHEAST OF OKEECHOBEE...TO 7 MILES SOUTH OF OKEECHOBEE...MOVING EAST AT 45 MPH.

* OTHER LOCATIONS IN THE WARNING INCLUDE BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO INDIAN RIVER ESTATES...WHITE CITY...PORT SAINT LUCIE RIVER PARK...NORTH RIVER SHORES...ROCKY POINT...PORT SALENO...HOBE SOUND BEACH...JOHNATHAN DICKINSON STATE PARK...JONATHAN DICKINSON STATE PARK AND JUPITER ISLAND

PRECAUTIONARY/PREPAREDNESS ACTIONS...

THE SAFEST PLACE TO BE DURING A TORNADO IS IN A STRONG BUILDING ON THE LOWEST FLOOR...IN AN INTERIOR ROOM SUCH AS A BATHROOM OR CLOSET. KEEP AWAY FROM WINDOWS. GET UNDER A WORKBENCH OR OTHER PIECE OF STURDY FURNITURE. USE BLANKETS OR PILLOWS TO COVER YOUR BODY.

EVACUATE MOBILE HOMES OR VEHICLES FOR MORE SUBSTANTIAL SHELTER. IF NO SHELTER IS AVAILABLE...LIE FLAT IN THE NEAREST DITCH OR OTHER LOW SPOT AND COVER YOUR HEAD WITH YOUR HANDS.

TORNADOES AT NIGHT ARE DIFFICULT TO SEE. WATCH FOR THE POPPING OF ELECTRIC LINES AND TRANSFORMERS OR LISTEN FOR THE SOUND OF LOUD RUMBLING AS THAT OF AN APPROACHING FREIGHT TRAIN. TORNADOES ARE OFTEN ASSOCIATED WITH STORMS WHICH ALSO PRODUCE LARGE HAIL AND EXCESSIVE LIGHTNING.

THE TORNADO WILL LIKELY BE WRAPPED IN HEAVY RAIN MAKING IT DIFFICULT TO SEE. BE SMART AND REACT NOW!

&&

LAT...LON 2711 8067 2716 8073 2720 8079 2729 8067
  2749 8029 2720 8016 2717 8016 2716 8019
  2715 8015 2697 8008 2697 8014 2695 8015
  2695 8061
TIME...MOT...LOC 0134Z 270DEG 47KT 2759 8035 2754 8049
  2746 8050 2735 8058 2738 8065 2730 8072
  2722 8070 2714 8078

$$